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FOREWORD

This publication summarizes and brings to a conclusion Work t nit APS'IRA I ,'Framing Strategies and Incentives Appropriate to Different Aptitude Le14s for SelectedArmy Training Courses. The purpose of the project was to detelop and test an inte:,(rated.
iow-cost, generalizable instructional model appropriate for training nien of widely arvini.t,
measured learning aptitude.

The project, begun in July 1963. was performed at IluniRRO ision No it,Presidio Of Monterey. California. Dr. Howard H. McFann is Dnision Director COL tint h
Hermann, Chief of the U S. Army Training ('enter Human Research Unit, color ated
HumRRO Division No. 3. provided valuable assistance in coordinating and obtainingsupport for the project.

Members of the HumRRO research staff were Mr Kenneth Weingarten, print ipal
researcher, Mrs. Jacklyn E. Hungerland. and COL Mark- F Brennan I USA, Ret t Nlajorcontributions to the development of the APSTRAT model were made by the followingmembers of the military staff SP5 R. Brent Allred, SGT Lee Knov and SP5 MartinPollyea, 1LI Dennis Marof the Army Human Research UnIll hail a maior role in
preparing the Implementation Manual included in this report as Appendr, A.

Other members_ of the military staff assigned to Work Unit APSTRAT. all of whomshare the responsibility for the successful completion of the project, were. SP5 Roger-Lyons, SSG Raymond Tosti. S.iG Jose. ph Asbury, SSG lieberer. SGT Roy Reynolds, SG *1Henry Cox, SGT Billy Hood, PFC Gerald Armen. PFC Allen Collier, PR' Abel Figueroa.PfC Roger Hickman, PFC Dennis Lynch, PFC Alvin Penry. and PFC' Lawrence Zendle.The cooperation of the officers and men of the Field Wiseman Course at Fort ord.
California, where the pilot study was carried out, is gratefully acknowledged

The APSTRAT model, first piloted in the Field Wireman ('our... at Fort Ord, is nowfully installed in the four other Training ('enters where the course is offered. Ai knowl-
edgement is made of the role played by Mr. Paul ('rick of the Southeastern Signal School
ISESS) and SFC Robert Andersen of the Field Wirman Course at Fort Ord in facilitatingthis implementation.

Special recognition is due Dr Ralph Canter, who. as Director of Research of theOffice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs tOASDA1& provided encouragement, direction, and support for this project
HumRRO research for the Department of thr Army is conducted under ContractDAI1C 19.73-C-0004, Army Training Research is conducted under Army Project2Q062107A745.

Meredith P Crawford
President

liuman Resources Resean h Organization



PROBLEM

Wide variations in measured aptitude among students in Army Training Courses pose
a difficult problem for instructional technology. The traditional lecture- demonstration-
practice paradigm that characterizes conventional training programs cannot cope with this
problem. A new approach to training is needed. Work Unit APSTRAT was initiated to
develop a new low-cost, generalizable instructional model that would be capable of
providing effective training for men across the aptitude spectrum.

APPSOACH

The model developed is a quality-assured, peer-instructional system incorporating six
principles essential to effective instruction, and accommodating severe practical con-
straints having to do with cost and the ease of implementation. The principles, derived
from previous research by liumRRO and others, are as follows:

(1) Performance orientation
(2) LearningTh a functional context
(3) Individualized instruction -
(4) Absolute criterion
(5) Feedback to student and instructional manager
(6) Quality control

In the model, peer instruction is the sole instructional medium, and ev( ry student
performs the roles of both learner and instructor. Cadre are'-mainly concerned with the
maintenance of quality through rigorous, pass-fail performance testing at the 1OOfl
criterion. The model was tested in the Field Wireman Course (MOS 36K20) at Fort Ord,
California.

RESULTS

Data comparing the conventional and APSTRAT systems were collected in the
course of the pilot study at Fort Ord.

Performance Proficiency

The criterion for graduation in the new model is the attainment of 100'4 scores on
all performance tests in the course.' as a result, graduates of the APSTRAT system are
markedly more competent in terms of job proftmency than were the graduates of the
conventional system In the three instructional blocks in the Field Wireman course (field
wire techniques. switchboard installation, and document distribution and radio mor.itor-
ing) gains in the proficiency of graduates resulting from tilt installation of the new model
were (a) field wire technique. 24'1,. (b) switchboard.\-And -(e) document distribution
and radio monitoring. 74(;; Proficiency was tested on the masters tests developed a, part
of Work Um,. APSTRAT
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Academic Attrition and Recycles

Despite the model's demand for 100'; master\ , the changeover from the «im en
tional system to the \BTU \T system resulted in a reduc tion in academic attrition from
19 to 12 5r% and in academic recycles from :10': to zero

Cost

The new model also results in a considerable cost savings. It costs the APSTRAT
systetn about $262 less than the con 'entional system for each graduate The basis for cost
saving results mainly from decreases in training time and trainee attrition

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The data gathered m the pilot study indicate that the primary objectives of the
project were attainedsubstantial gain in proficiency for men of all aptitudes. and
reduction in academic attrition and recycles with considerable cost savings.

The success of .the pilot study led the U.S. Continental Army Cqincnand (CONARCi
to direct that the Model he implemented m the four remaining Field Wireman courses
(FWC) across the country. These implementations are now completed and are operating
successfully. A number of other Army courses are engaged in the preliminary stages of
converting to the new model.

The model has been successfully used by HumRRO in an exploratory study in a
Public School m Carmel. California. It is also being used, m modified form, in a
HumRRO project on office education in a Pacific Grove, California, high school

Informal observation suggests that the system has a marked effect on the attitudes
of trainees in terms of increased motivation, self reliance, self-confidence, and group
morale. This feature of the model, together with its low cost, ease of implementation,
and high performance gain are important reasons for consideration of its use in a large
variety of training and educational settikgshoth military and civilian. It also may
account for the widespread interest in the model expressed by many individuals and
organizations concerned with educational technology.

l'N
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INTRODUCTION-4

'41

The training system in thit- Army poses an isnusual challenge for educational tech-nology. Fach week, Army courses are confronted with incoming (Sasses thr/t must betaught a considerable amount of information in a, short and relatively _fixed period oftime. Men who arrive for Mulling are likely to form an extremely heterogeneous groupwith respect to educational background ,and learning.aptitude. In a typical clasp, sine can,find functional illiterates and college graduates, wen scoring near the lower limit of theArmed Forces Qualjfication Test and men scoring at or near the upper limit.
The conventional lecture-centered instructional, method, which -has ,charactenredmuch Army training, is effective, at best, for a relatively narrow band within'the largereducational and aptitudinal spectrum. The band to which lectures are oriented'can beshifted to some degree by allocating more or less lecture time or by proceeding in smalleror larger steps. It cannot be substantially 4hroadened, however, even 'if the trainingpopulation is sbdividecl into several more or less homogeneous clasSes and-lectures areprepared for each class. A multiple !nicking approach of this kind would requirecomplicated administrative arrangements, many _additional instructors, and a largerphysical plant. In addition, it Would eisk a 'decline in morale because of traineeplacement.
Moreover, this approach cannot furnish a solution to the underlying problem. Thelecture method is a compromise based upon unfavorable teacher-student ratios and* notan optimal training method for any educational or aptitudinal subgroup. Even withaudiovisual training aids, the rnettod-is often inclined toward abstractness. It introduces.an undesirable temporal separation between tile presentation of information and theopportunity to-practice what is learned; it is insensitive to the Althvidual differences to befound even in the most homogeneous groups. While these deficiencies render the lecturemethod merely less than optimal for the better educated and brighter students, theybecome a formidable obstacle, in learning toward the other end of the trainee continuum.
Screening devices are not likely to supply the needed solution. The attempt toscreen out men of lower measured aptitudepay.prove to be both practically unworkable

and socially undesirable, With the advent of improved trabung methods, it may proveunnecessary as well. Inikorder to provide adequate instruction for all segments of aheterogeneous training population, new instructional strategies are needed. Work Unit-APSTRAT was initiated in July 1968 to address this task.
The purpotie of Work Unit APSTRAT (the code name derived, from the terms"aptitude" and "strategies") was three-fold: (a) to identify or devise a set of instructional

principles, methods, and techniquesor strategiesthat would meet the diverse needs ofA hetero-aptitudinal training populations; (b) to combine these strategies in a completetraining system; and (c) to test a prototype of this system within the "real world"constraints of a typical Army training course.
This report first presents a brief overview of APSTRAT, then a review, in severalsections; of the history of the project, highlighting the considerations that led to thedevelopment of a quality-assured peer-instructional system. The system will be .describedand comparisons will be made between the effectiveness and cost of the conventional andthe APSTRAT systems. The report will conclude with a brief summary of the aftermathof the project concerning the iitili4ation of the APSTRAT system and implications forfurther research and development.

3
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT

AOPROACH

At the outset of the' projei t, the AP . adopted the multiple media or
,alternato;e media strategy The reasoning u ig finis decision is straightforward. Men
high in the aptitude. and edurational scales are used to learoing from rectures and written
materials men at the opposite end of the scales- those tanking in mental category
IV' cannot lt.:arn well from lectures, and find reading difficult On the basis of this
understanditrg Ike decided to design instructional packages covering the full curriculum of
.t typical Combat Support Training (csT 1 course

A11 parts of the curriculum would he presented in at least two types of media
iak Wnct en programmed manuals and instructional booklets fur men who could learn and
preferred to learn by reading, (hl programmed audio or video tapes, tape.slide presenta-
tions, movies, picture hooks, and games for men who preferred to learn or could learn
only through the use of one or another of these alternative media. Each student would
work at a rafts that he found comfortable

The staff Mt that, with nough effort, alternative packages ;mild he developed that
would be suitable to the nee& and preferences of the great majority of students. This
w a, the initial 4pproach to providing effective training for men of all aptitudes,

It was necessary to elect a coure in which to carry out a pilot study: The course
h ad to span a wary of zkalls and a full spectrum of aptitude in the student input
Tht Field Wirentan course 1 FWC) satisfied these criteria, and the course given at Fort Ord
u'ae.4 tseen

The first step in carrying out the plan was to analyze the curriculum of the Field
ireman course in detail in order to determine what the instructional packages would

contain This wa ultimately accomplished with the assistance of two FWC cadre who
were assigned to the project to prepare behaviorally stated objectives for every task in the
(=tura)

The next step sass. to design instructional packages in alternative forms This was a
ult and lengthy process, but after several months, several prototypes dealing with

telephtnr installation had been developed to the point where they were ready for tryout
n the laboratory Sarriplt.s Of men who had just completed Raw Training and who, more

-tr less, matched the input into the FWC were selected to sent as trainees, Although the
prighter and better educated men learned fairly well regardless of the medium used, many
of the men at the opposite end of these continua did not learn well even with those
meth,* thought tae pall( uLirly set; gaited to their needs The prototypes that were
develupiif fur other parts of the curriculum produced about the same results.

These results were not pleasing but they were not altogether unexpected, because
man-rial: of the kind desired require, by their very nature, repeated tryout and revision.
!he APSTRAI. staff became increasingly concerned with the amount of time and
manpower that this process of revision required, since several packages per curriculum
omponent would have to he revised While this expense might he tolerable in a pilot

9,,rou, 1% had wee 1% ed a wort, td 11/ 30 ten thr Armed Forces Qualification
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study, it was feared that the alternative media approach, however successful, might betoo expensive for-practical usefulness.
At about the same time, another medium was tested that ultimately allowed theFtaff to reach their objective of providing effective training for men of all aptittides in amuch more economical way: While the materials on telephone installation were beingrevised, another method of instruction was .proposed. A number of very able cadre hadbeen assigned to HumRRO, as content experts, to help in designing instructionalmaterials. One cadreman was to train two men so that they could pass a strict perform-ance test for phone installation. When they had passed this test, each man would traintwo more men. If these four subjects could pass the test, they, m turn, would teach thrtask to eight more trainees, and so on.
The research staff carried out the experiment for four generations, or td the mintwhere 28 4ainees shad been trained by other subjects. Every trainee, regardless ofaptitude, passed the test, and--what is more startlingthe time required for a man tolearn the task declined from generation to generation. The training of one student byanotheror peer instructioonot only was just as effective as cadre instruction, but wasalso more efficient in terms of time. -

The success of this experiment did not, at once, lead the staff to abandon alterna-tive media in favor of the single medium of peer instruction. Our commitment to theformer approach led us, instead, to conceive of peer instruction as an additional alterna-tive medium. The recognition of the full potential of peer instruction required thecatalysis of the further clarification of cost constraints and two unexpected findings inthe Phase I experimental run.

PHASE I EXfERIMENTAL RUN

The overall strategy at that time called for the development of a model composed ofthree integrated components: a skill center where the curriculum elements to which theinstructional packages were oriented were to be learned; an operational system in whichindividual skills would be realistically combined in interrelated job tasks; and a controlcenter, which would manage traffic within and between the other two systemcomponents.
The Phase I experimental run was to test the first of three gradual approximationsof this model. The skill center was to be established first in order to evaluate the

Instructional packages. When the pertinent information had been gathered, the skill centerwas to be closed and the operational system established. The principles and procedures ofthe control center (which was not to be formally instituted until the Phase 11 experi-mental runthe second-order approximation of the model) were to be determined on thebasis of staff experience in managing the prototype skill center and operational system.The next step was to try out the alternative media approach under conditions moreclosely approximating those present in a regular course.
The run was, conducted in October and November 1969, with facilities at Fort Ord.Twe y-five students, drawn from the regular input of the Field Wireman course, wereassigned for training. The materials covered about half the full curriculum.
Two findings, during the run led to a radical revision in strategy. Students invariablypreferred direct "hands on" experience with actual equipment to learning via mock-upsand other "sophisticated" media. In addition, students reported a great deal of informal,

unplanned peer instruction and stressed the value of peer instruction in their learning.These two findings, together with the experience with peer instruction in the laboratoryand a set of considerations to he discussed in the next section, it'd the APSTRAT staff to

5



abandon its previous strategy and to design, instead, a job-performance-oriented, peer-
instructional model.

A third general finding in the Phase I experimental run suggested that this was no
easy matter. The operational system had proved very difficult to manage, and since the
new strategy placed even greater stress on the operational system (there was no longer to
be a skill center), the formidable problem of how such a system was to be organized and

,managed had to be addressed in preparation fcir the Phase II experimental run.
The need for thorough and rigorous performance testing became critical. Unless a

map has compIete mastery of the skills his MOS calls for. he cannot reasonably be
expected to teach them to someone el§e. The viability of a peer-instructional system thus
rests, by definition, on the maintenance of high uniform standards of proficiency.
Therefore, the cadre who had been assigned to the- project were asked to assist m
designing a full set of performance tests, including nothing unessential and leaving out
nothing essential, that would define exactly what a man should be able to do in order to
perform his job competently.

The-curriculum had to be restructured, emphasizing groups of functional tasks rather
than subject matter. This led to the delineation' of three distinct subjobs or modules.'
field, wire techniques, switchboard installation and operation, and message center. The
necessary equipment and supervisory personnel then had to be allocated to each module.

The most -difficult task was designing a manageable training sequence for each
module, with sufficient time allowed for the slower learners to master the tasks, without
exceeding the overall time limit for all-the modules taken together.

PHASE II EXPERIMENTAL RUN

The Phase II experimental run was scheduled as soon as these tasks had been
accomplished and the staff had a performance-onented, peer-instructional model ready
for a preliminary test. The run began on 9 March 1970 and terminated on 30 June 1970.
A total of 160 students drawn from the regular FWC input were assigned to the
experimental course for all or part of their training. The run was generally successful. It
provided insight into the need to maintain tight quality control, and indicated how this
might be done.

PHASE III EXPERIMENTAL RUN

The Phase III experimental run was conducted in the FWC itself, and was manned
by course personnel under the supervision of its proponent agency, the Southeastern
Signal School. The APSTRAT staff served -in an advisory capacity and in data analysis.
This restricted role for the APSTRAT staff was adopted in order to assure that the
results of the run would reflect normal course, conditions. The goal was not merely to
develop a new method of instruction, but to design a full and integrated system capable
of coping with all contingenciesacademic and administrativethat would have to be
faced when the model was implemented in an ongoing course. The staff members wanted
to know whether the model could "fly" without their intervention. By observing this
process of implementation, they could gather information on the difficulties encountered
and overcome. This information would be used in designing an implementation manual to
serve as a guide for installing the model in a variety of courses.

The focus on task orientation, an essential component in the peer-instructional
system, necessitated relief from the requirement to adhere to the Army Subject Schedule,
since it is sharply oriented to lecture approaches. Immediately after the conclusion of

6



Phase II, an exception was requested from and granted by the U.S. Continental Army
Command (CONARC).

Representatives of the Southeastern Signal School and the Field Wireman course at
Fort Ord then met with the APSTRAT staff in July 1970 to begin the reformulatron of
course objectives, tasks, learning elements, and standards, and to establish a procedure for
developing a full set of performance tests to measure proficiency.

The first use to which the tests,were put was to gauge the performance proficiency
of the output of the corvent;onal course. This gathering of baseline data was `begun in
November 1970 and was completed in February 1971. concurrent with the collection();
baseline slate, the gra al changeover to the peer-instructional system was also begun in
November 1970 and c mpleted in February 1971. Information on the results of the new
system was collected from January to the spring of 1971.

The Phase III eyperimental run in the rwc is now complete. As a result of the pilot
study, CONARC directeu, in June 1971, that the model be implemented in the Field
Wireman courses at all four of the remaining centers. The model is now fully-installed
and operating succes,fully in the five training centers.

7°
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THE DEVELOPMENT 1F THE APSTRAT INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

The previous section provided a brief overview of the history of APSTR AT The
present section will recapitulate the earlier part of that history in somewhat greater
detail, with emphasis on the experience and considerations that led to the development
of a quality-assured peer-instructional model A description and discussion of the model
itself will be presented in the next section.

CONSIDERATIONS: PRINCIPLES AND CONSTRAINTS

Previous research and the .current state of tDe art can provide guidelines in the form
of instructional principles that thy designers of instructional models, will seek to incor-
porate as their working strategy. This strategy is one of the two major factors that will
shape the structure of the model; the second factor Is the set of constrainfsthat restrict
design options. While designers normally begin with an instructional strategy and have
some notion of the constraints they wish the- model to accommodate, experience during
the process of development often serves to clarify these considerations and to establish
new emphases and tighter integration among them. The principles and constraints were
not fully formulated at the outset of the project, but were clarified, extended, and
integrated in the process of development. This gradual clarification, which was particu-
larly true of the constraints, resulted from encountering the particulars of practical
reality, about which educational technologyat this point m its developmenthas rela-
tively little to say.

Principles

For several decades, HumRRO and other research agencies have been investigating
human learning with the object of improving the technology of instruction. HumRRO
also has focused its attention on the instructional principles appropriate for trainees at
the lower end of the educational and aptitude spectrum. Many of these principles are
suitable for all segments of the training population without respect to education or
aptitude. However, while brighter and better educated students can learn a substantial
amount even when these principles are violated, the less bright and lees educated can
learn relatively little. For the upper end of the continuum, then, the development of
training methods that incorporate these principles would be desirable; for the lower end
of the continuum, their development is urgent.

Performance Orientation. A clear specification of what the trainee is expected to
learn, if he is to perform his job adequately, is the keynote of significant improvement in
job training. The training process must focus on these job-performance objectives. The
trainee must actively participate in the process, performing tasks rather than hearing or
reading about them. The evaluation of proficiency must focus on the student's ability to
perform the various tasks that make up the job rather than on his ability 'to answer

.questions about these tasks.
Learning in. a Functional Context. In learning skills to he applied in partivular

circumstances, trainees will, in general, learn better and faster if those circumstances are
present in the learning situation. Learning to operate a switchboard, for example, can he

8



accomplished best if information about switchboard operation is presented while thetrainee is actually operating a switchboard This would avoid an undesirable temporalseparation of receiving information and putting the-information into practice.
Individualized Instruction. For various reasons, including differences in aptitude,some people are capable of learning faster than others. Instructional methods, such as thelecture, that fix the pace at which learning must take place, leave some students behindand bore others. Although the need for self-pacing is less urgent for homogeneous groups(especially those composed of students who rank high on the educational and aptitudinalscales); no group of men is ever perfectly homogeneous Consequentay, self-pacing isdesirable in any instructional system.
Absolute Criterion. The weakness of fixed-pace training methods is ctearly evidencedby the frequency with which large numbers of students fail to master the skills they arebeing taught. Low levels of achievement are an inevitable result of attempts to forcepeople to learn at a rate faster than their capabilities permit. Generally, this weakness ofinstructional method is projEcted onto thastudents by grades that symbolize a positionin\ a normative distribution; a passing standard then is established well below the 100r;level (e.g., 10"0. Students who barely pass this standa@ can graduate from a course eventhough their leVel of proficiency is closer to those who have failed than to those who arefully proficierrt.

Without individualizing instruction, giving -slower learners the opportunity toreach complete competence in what they are learning, programs will continue to turn outlargi?' numbers of graduates with only marginal competence. One feature of the APSTRATmodel -was a passing standard of 100% for all necessary job, skills. This standard isreferred to as an absolute criterion, since, by definition, there can he no spread of scoresamong graduates.
Feedback to the Student and the Instructional Manager. Training methods thatpermit only delayed feedback to trainees (e.g., end-of-cycle exams) compound mislearn-ing, and often produce negative effect on motivation. It is always preferable for traineesto experience a sense of security in what they have already learned, before they proceedto learn something else. This implies that accurate feedback should he presented totrainees at the earliest possible moment at each critical step of the learning process.Feedback, therefore, should he both rapid and detailed.

Detailed feedback to the training managers about the degree to which traineesare learning what they are supposed to be learning is essential for optimum effectivenessand efficiency in the training program In live instruction, immediate feedback -will allowon-the-spot modifications of instructlie that can prevent misunderstanding and nnslearn-ing, and the waste of time and kiss o motivation that these produce. The enhancementof the feedback process Ts the major reason for the desirability of low student-teacherratios. A training system ca(crationally ac,hiesie its prime function when there is access todetailed, rapid, and accurate information about how well learning is occurring.Quality Control. Quality control, the, set of procedures by which a system policesitself, is a mechanism for assuring that the stipulated objectives of a system are beingattained. Regardless of the other properties of an instructional system, lax quality controlleads to the lowering of standards and the t'egradation of the' instructional productDuring the project, the APSTRAT staff became increasingly concerned with establishing amethod of rigeorous quality control as an intrinsic part of the APSTRAT model.

Constraints

The increasingly prominent role played in the planning by practical constraints wasthe result of two considerations: first, the general utility of the model to he developedwould he considerably lessened if it.violated certain common sense ground rules; second,the staff believed that the mission of training technology is to conserve resourcesin

9



Buckminster Fuller's phrase. to do inure with less For these reasons the following
constraints were used as fundamental parameters in designing the APSTRAT model,

1, ('o'st. The cost of implementing and operating a tramieg model is of mile al
concern This concern is greater when there is interest in its wide applu at as in the
case of a pilot study). Even moderate increases in the cost of a single course ,H cumulate
to a substantial sum when many courses are nuolved Design decisions had to be
examined very carefully with regard to the implications for the allocation of personnel,
time, and equipment and the use of special instructional hardware and software,

a. Personnel. Many tramilig courses are already undermanned If the, .' PSTIIAT
model were to require a signifkant increase in personnel, its general utility w ould be
considerably reduced. The model was to require no personnel increase, but was to make
more effective use of those ilready in the course.

h. 'fiche The proficiency gained as a result of training can he improved
somewha, by lengthening the training period, but the model was to require no additional
time.

c. Equipment. Many courses involve training in the operation of %arum-, types
of equipment. These courses are issued such equipment in limited qa(tities To be
capable of wale application, the training model should not make excessne demands for
equipment.

d. Instructional hardware. Malty instructional innovations require the use, of
very costly hardware-comptiters, film, and other audio - visual recording and
display eqhmment. The proper use of such equipment can enhance learning: However, the
APtITRAT model was planned under the assumption that such equip.lent would not be
generally available and, therefore..sbould not be required.

e. rInstructional software. The production of educational softwtare is extremely
time-consuming and costly. Alterations in training otijectives (e.g.. those resulting from
change's in equipment) Tequire,modifications of instructional materials that are also
time - consuming and costly. A model relying heavily on instructional software, even if
elaborate hardware were not required for its presentation. would have less general utility
than one that could avoid this reliance.

2. Ease of Implementation. To the constraints of cost must he added those having
to do with the process of implementation.

a. Training and orientation of course personnel. The introduction and effective
operation of the model was not to require 'extensive retraining or reorientation of course
personnel

b. Ease of changeover. The difficulty normally encountered in incorporating a
new model in an ongoing course can he reduced somewhat if the c hangeover can be
accomplished gradually, without shutting down the conventional system. Adjustments
then can be made in a revised segment of the course while normal output is maintained.
Th(tre are substantial advantages to a model in which no segment in the conventional
course is phased out until the correspending 'segment in the revised c ,arse_ is o ,orating
satisfactorily.

Troubleshooting one segment at a time i generally more efficient than
troubleshooting the' whole system at ()ire, and what is learned usually will }Noon e' more
realisticguidelme:S for setting up additional segments. The tendency toward skepticism
regarding the feasibility of training innovations can he alleviated by showing that the new
model works in a succession of'sements of the course.

c. Amenability of the model to improvement Since a newly installed training
system will almost always require modifications, a model that could avoid "locking in"
its initial procedure's would have a great advantage over one that could not

d. Trainee output. When a new model is phased into) an ongoing course, there
is often a temporary reduction in output quantity and/or quality. The' model to he
devised should not require, and/or permit such a reduction



e. Accommodation of extra-mstructiimal dutle Nlank housekeepea: -
training center: are performed by trainees these asigm,nt. hake re)t alwa-. he, n well
ioordmated with training. and the quality of training ha. uffred a. a result ,sn,t e EP
and other detail: cannot he avoided. the model had to a, e ommodate thew additional
duties without allowing them to interfere with training

QUALITY, NUMBER, AND COST OF TRAINING OUTPUT

Bocause there is no agreed-upon way to compare the quality itb the qaantit
itraining output. it s a matter of opinion as to how muih of line should be rifR eel to

produce an increment in the other 'the prime goal was to improke qualit nhout a
significant increase in atademit attrition. preferably, aeadenth attrdion eould be held
constant or reduced

A second question of trade- )ff e. that between quality and number of trainingoutput, and cost A system that might prove more efteete iii tent), of the-training
product might also he more costly than a less effectue system. When qua:ity and cost
cannot be rendered commensurate in any compelling way. tt IN a matter of opine en
whether any given improvement is worth the added expense It %%mild be preferable if the
improvements could be brought allot t without a significant 1it'n'ast in I list Furthermore
if these could be achieved while costs are held constant or redui etl man of the sagaries
of cost effectiveness eNiation could be avoided almost entirely.

SELECTION OF A REPRESENTATIVE CST COURSE

Since the purpose of Work I'm'. APSTRAT k. is to develop a model capable of wide
application and not rititricted to the- course in which the model was first tested. the
course seltcted for the pilot-study had to meet two eriteria.,It had to (a) utilize a wide
variety of skills, both motor and cognitive. in the curriculum, and lb) have * wide
spectrum of measured aptitude' among the student.. To satisfy these criteria. the research
staff selected the Field Wireman course (F W(') at Fort Ord,

The curriculum content of the course. as represented in the Army Subject Schedule.
was reasonably diverse, and involved a full variety of skills and tasks. including cognitive.
manual. and gross-motor elements and, in the ease of pole climbing, a fear-inducing task.

The proportion of trainees entering the 12WC in the lower part of the spectrum of
measured aptitude (Mental Category !V) is substantial-2T? in FY 67-68.' 28`-, in FY 71.
and 4O Pi 72.

ANALYSIS OF CURRICULUM

Although the Work Unit was not concerned directly with curriculum content. it
seemed reasonable to begin with the tasks actually performed on the job, in the field
Because a full systems analysis of the Field Wireman MOS was beyond, the sco'pe of the
pro)ect, the APSTRAT staff accept d' the course content, with the exception of ale
training block on cryptography which was scheduled for official elimination from the
course

2 Ernest K Montague and Morris Showel I Kreuter of Combat Support Trautttic HumRRO Tech
nical Report 69-19, December 1969
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The staff requested and receited the assistant e of two Ftt (' cadre in preparing
behaviorally stated obtectites for etery task in the course The objectkes were then
ordered into a descending hie rare by Job----duty position job duties -enabling skills Train-
ing materials were to be oriented to the enabling skills The remainder of the hicran
was to he associated with the development of an operational system that wciuld bring
together the individual skills in a functional simulated Job «nue\ t

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF ALTERNATIVE MEDIA

Upon completion of the curriculum analysis. several sets of alternative media
(programmed manuals. tape-slide presentations. workbooks. games. simulato:s, were
developed In addition, a series of studies was conducted at the liurtiRRO laboratory in
order to determine the relatitements of the various media in terms of time requirements.
profkiency levels attained, and retention. and to guide the process of revision

Trainees representing the full span of aptitude were selected from among graduate s
of Basic Trairing, One general finding was critical in reshapuig strategy: men of lower
measured aptitude were often unable to learn well from selfinstructional eten
when these media requtrett n-o reading or writing When peer instruction was tested, the
results were quite different. Three results were particularly striking-

(1. Men of ati aptitudes were capable of mastering the task_
(2) There was no degradation of proficiency from generation to generation.
131 There was. a' decided decrease in time-tomastery from genera;.,,n to

generation
Although successive generations of peers took less time to teach their stude..ts, their

students performed the tasks as well as did the students who had been tai.ght by
experienced cadre or earlier generations of peer instructors. This was probably due to the
improved signal-to-noise ratio in instruction resulting from a natural erosion of extraneous
information in transmission These findings, with respect to peer Instruction were ritual
in determining the ultimate direction of the projet t, but the full potentlal f this
effective, efficient, and inexpensive medium was not fully grasped until the Phase I

experimental run

PHASE I EXPERIMENTAL RUN

Since the Phase I experimental run was purely developmental in funs non. oily a
brief summary of its purposes, procedures, and findings wilt be presented

The strategy at the time was to assemble the alternative media in a skill cettier and
to provide a functional context for individual skills to an integrated operational s,stem.
eventually these two segments of the model were to operate con( urrentIN The c urri. ii
lum was to he divided Into a number of independent modules

The students would have random access to these modules Their progress -: roiigh
any module would begin with observing the tasks of that module performed in the
seerational system; they then would move into the skill center to acquire the task-
relevant skills and report hack to the operational system to "perform the job The
student would repeat this procedure with additional modules until he had completed the
full curriculum, The_operational system was to provide an initial and terminal fu..uonal

Inc rationale of the Phase I experimental run is discussed in greater detail in Fun( 'tonal a en!. it
Training in an Operational System, by Kenneth Weingarten. Jacklyn Hungerland: Mark Brennan, Brent
Allred, and Martin Pollyea. HumRRO Professional Paper 1.70, March 1970
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eontext for the skills to he learned. the output of the skill center -.vas to provide the
manpower for running the operational system.

In order to direct traffic in _nis compluated model, a control center was to be
established. The full integration.of Yiese three segments of the model skill renter. opera-
tional system. and control center -vv -s to be approached through gradual approsimation. in
three phases Phase 1. the first approximation, was conceived as a developmental effort

The run was divided into two sequential subphases. Phase I-A was a test of the
instructional contents of the skill ter Whe- this was tompleted, Phase 1.13 a prelimi-nary tryout of the operational syst: was att:mpted. There was no formalized controlcenter during the run. indeed, one f the primary purposes of the run was to determine
the rules and proceddres to he in«)rporated in the control center in subsequent runs.

The run was conducted at Fort Ord from 27 October through 11 November 1969
The 25 trainees assigned to the experimental course for training were-part of the regularinput of the FWC Eleven Category IV trainees and 14 NooiVs were in the sample
Approximately one-half of the standard cum& olem was presented during the run When itended, the experimental trainees wet-- returned to the F\VC for the remainder of theirtraining.

Phase I-A was toncerned mainly with the effet tivehess of the previousi. prepared
instructional materials. 'he express( preferences of trainees at various aptitude levels
among alternative media. the tune- quired training tO rein h master, and general
administrative organization.

Phase 1-B, the tryout of the operational system, was begun in the third %%eel. -4 the
run Each man was assigned to a duty position within the system and was required to
perform, under the supervision of (adre. the fonetions called for in the position he was
of cupying Because of a shortage of staff. Job-proficiency te,sts were administered b\ the
trainees who had previously passed them When all }oh- profit limey evaluations were
tompleted. the trainee; were reassigned to new dirty position; where tile same procedure
of performance and evaluation w4 followed There was at" least One suth rotation ofduty position for each man, how ever,rm.ny of the trainees rotated through more thantwo dot positions

Findings in the Phase I Experimental Run

Among the findings in the Phas,.. I experimental run, two were partii ularIN impor-
tant in a revision of strategy that led, ultimately, to the de% lopment of a quality-as-aired.
peeronftru( tional nugiel Both of these findings iv en dem( rum t ,imments trainees
during the course of the run and in after-action ir:terview,

11) Even though there was considerable ehtnte among media for various ,101.,
trainees invariably preferred using the at tual equipment to mockups, printed material, ormore "sophisticated media This preferen. was by no means'restri(ted las might have'
Been expected; to men of lower measured aptitude

(2) Peer mstrut nun was offered a:. a formal medium unl in a fewer, ases, however., .1

great number (If trainees reported the -Nontane(i", Ow of peer instructi,ni in t onitint ten)
with and is a suKstitute for the other instru( burial pan kages 1hey stressed the advantages
of peer instruction to themselves as learner, fin acquinng skills, and as teacher-. on
solidifying and 'generating greater t o,fide-..-e ire alread acquired skillsi In addition.
several students tommented on the set w of solalaruN generated t)\ an investment in mile
amither's learning

Student Comments

The follow ing is a .impling of is ,t Ai trainees (anparing their AA pen
(glees in the IluniR1 i0 experimental )111- wito those In the regular Field ireman
course



In map, they (FWC) were teaching as slut f that we weren't even going to
use there was an instrutorop there and he's reading out of a book and we could
do the same thing, because halt of us were falling asleep in the (lass

"I think the buddy system is better, because over there (FW(') you can't talk
to whoever you re setting by to help him tint You have to raise your hand and ask
the instructor, and then the instructor just it you don't listen dip first time he
doesn't say it again he dos!) i repeat

-They (FN(') lust teach you what they want you to know out of a
book like today Ave were having (lasses on the TA :1;1 (telephone) and the TA I
(telephone) ) and they were saying, 'W ell, this has a transmitter, receiver and

,4agnaller, all rigbtintbody didn't understand that'' Let's go on to the Ile. t phone
Well, I mean, wow, that doesn't show you how to operate or nothing I, mean, they
get the equipment, they aren't going to know what to do with it

(llumRRO) you get more time to work, with the equipment -you drt
more time to think of what son're doing, and. sou know, it really

I think wh it everybody is trying to say is that here jit IlumR110, xouy/id
something to do all the timh, You know, like it wa.4,,on-the -ioh training you know
loo could get something, grab it, do it, take your test, ycai had it mated( then t on
wept out to the field And -over there WW1') they just lecture, lecture, lei..re

"Here (HumKRO) nobody would want to fall asleep- there was always some
thing else he would want to do. like, you know2he would finish this, he'd want to
go on, do something else on his own her" at HumRRO you tet interested in one
thing and then you get interested in another, and you just keep going on -you want
to !earn more and more beata, you get more work with equipment and
there's nobody around, you know, saying. 'Well, yo e not supposed to be doing
that now

(Re Peer Evaluation and Self-Administered Achievement Tests) "You could
ch.eat at any time you wanted to, Rut it wouldn't he any benefit to yourself

"The trainee evaluation deal was really vpod, you know, because you could
go through and test them and you could understand yourself what you were testing
and you could learn it better your-elf when you were testing him -it's nist a double
review

You're hemg taught (in HumRRO) on the concept of using your own
mind, instead of someone else using your mind -I go over there (to the FWC),
feel like a goddamned computer 'You stand over here, you stand this way, you
can't learn this way , you can't do that Now, what kind of thing is that"' a
human being I wouldn't even want my family to come up here and see me being
treated like that, I'd be embarrassed to hell

The universal preference of trainees for "hands ono' experience, the staff's increasing
concern about the high costs of deVeloping alternative media, the spontaneous emergence
of peer instruction, and the experience with peer instruction in the laboratory studies
combined to determine a new direction in strategy, the development of a quality-assured,
peer-instructional model. The new model would dispense,with the skills center and focus
on peer instruction in an operational job setting

third finding during-the Phase I experimental run that was fundamental in shaping
staff thinking was the difficulty experienced in managing the operational systeni. Since
the new model was to emphasize learning in a job-like context, the managerial problems
Of controlling the flow of trainees through the system had to be solved before the Phase
II experihiental run, a tryout of the new models could be initiated. The change in
strategy allowed "the project staff to divert its attention from the development and
revision of alternative media training packages and to concentrate instead on devising an
operational system that could he managed without the difficulties experienced in Phase I.



A QUALITY-ASSURED, PEER-INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

For several nilonths following the termination of the Phase I experimental run, the
project staff addressed the task of designing a performance-oriented peer-instructional
model. It was at this stage that the network of constraints detailed in the previous
section was clarified and brought to hear in the process of design.

This section will provide an overview and-discussion of the main features of the
mode1.4 The hest overall View of the model can he provided by beginnina, at the stage
when the model is in full operation. (A more detailed treatment of the m(xlel. including
the procedures for preparation, phasing in, and quality eontrol, is presented in Append it
A, the-Implementation Manual.)

ORGANIZATION OF THE MODEL

The model is organized on the basis of a series of mstructio,lal Hocks or modules.
Each module consists of a coherent groUping of tasks forming subjobs in the MOS. Taken
together, the modules represent the various skills that are judged necessary and sufficient
for job competence. In the,Field Wireman course, there are three such modules. (a) Field
Wire Tedmiques, (h) Switchboard Installation and Operation, and (c) Document Distribu-
tion and Ramo Monitoring.' Another course might require a different nurnber of
modules.

The following is the five-step training sequence in each module.
(1) 0 Observation
(2) SA Skill Acquisition
(3) JP Job Performance
( 4 ) PI Peer Instruction
(54--4:1-7 Course Administration

Observation

The first phase in the sequence is observation. Advanced students perform the doh`
duties in each module, and new students, one for each job performer, observe; them
during this process. The job performers explain what they are doing and why. (New
students are assigned to job performers on a random basis, except in the case of students
who can communicate well only in a foreign language. In such cases, the module
supervisor will pair the student, whenever possible, with someone with whom he can
communicate.) During this observation period, the newcomers gain familiarity' with the

,duties they will soon he learning to perform. The length of time devoted to this phase
allows the new students to observe. each task at least once and often several times. In

4 The development (Y the model was gradual In order t6 avoid confusion. the description that
follows represents the end product of the developmental process It should be noted, however, that mans
of the features of the model were refined during and after the Phase II and Phase III experimental runs

`During the Phase II expernntal run, the third module was Message ('enter The name and context
of the module were changed to Document Distribution and Radio Monitoring as a result Of a reconsidera-
tion and revision of curriculum by the Southeastern Signal School and the Fort Ord Field Wireman course
in preparation for the Phase III run
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most. cases, the period will he no longer than one full training day. The ia:lattonshipbetween observers and job performers is informal and conVer;atio»al. Mlossing for'a freeflow of comments, questions, and answers

Skill-Acquisition Phase

After familiarization with the job duties of the module, the observers go On toacquire the. skills and learn the tasks necessary to perform the job thernsehes. 'I heirinstructors during this period are the students whose job performance- they have previously observed. The amount of time allocated to this skill acquisition period %% ill varywith the number and difficulty of the skills to he mastered When both the student andhis peer Instructor are convinced that he has mastered the skills necessaiy to perform agiven task, they report' to a, cadre supervisor who administers a mastery test" to thestudent with the peer instructor observing The tests are referred to as mastery tests.because the. supervisor scores the student, on his ability to perform the assigned taskwithout error. If he makes any error, even one that might he regarded as relativels minor.ht; fails the test.
If the student passes the mastery test he then proceed: %kith the nest task in themodule and repeats the procedure of skill acquisition and mastery testing until he haspassed all the mastery tests in the module If a student fails any mastery test. both heand his peer instructor are told where he Has failed, and the student must review andpractice until he and his instructor feel he is reads to he tested again If the student Lidsthe test repeatedly, he is dropped from the course. because repeated failure means thathe is not competent in that part of the NIOS, would not be able to perform that aspet tof his job properly, and would not be a (ammetent peer instructor The t ut-off for

academic drops in the FWC is failing the same test three times

Job-Performance Phase

AWr he has passed all the mastery tests n a n-bodule. a student :an tit
his job-performance period An incoming student now obserses huh as he performs thejob. Job performers confront a situation as similar to field conditions as possible heyshould have no access to materials or training aids that would not he available on the doh

Peer-Instructor Phase

At the conclusion of the job-performaele peri(;(1, job performers become peerinstructors, and the men who have observed them enter their skill acquisition phas. Veerinstructors are provided with simple guidelines; enumerating the major job element,they are to teach their students, and checklist!: 1,1-,14(e1/4 of the mastery tests) for : noelbreakdown of job (dements Theseguidelmes'and checklists serse the function of memorsaids so that peer instructors will not inadvertently omit essential element, in theirinstruction. It should he noted that because of the different length of modole,, peerinstructors will of necessity be paired with different student, in ea, h module

`.Sample mastery testis art' included in the Implernentatein Manual, piwiartsx A
An alternative pproath to the probliirn of failure J peer instrui tional systi n MT. rt ri.. timeconstraint is not critical is descrilwd in a study by 3ayklyn E liongerlancl on the utilization t a iiiiahtamured, peer instructional system at the primary and elineniari. grad leis iii public.
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Administrative Assistance Phase

When the peer instructors' students have passed all the master's test- and arc read%for their own jobperformance period. purr instructors move u11 it het eme ours,saimmistrative assistants In Om. fifth phase of tht' sequem to. assistants mat perforui avariety of functions They may sent' as substitutes for absent peer instrut on,. ,t Teenstudents on the mastery tests 4o that the testing load on the super. isurs t an be reciu«,(1or be assigned a variett of' ()they duties appropriate to anN mixinito th,o the\ Kn..successfully to -ipleted etti the switchboard module in the FAV('',', fur example, t tour-cadministrative a: istants uni:anate calls for Job prorrormers.) :14/4, period 1)f time alloot nodto course administr lye assistance may vary from t oun4o nurse ,or moolide to Pl Itt!.,In the it-WC. hymeesr, one day. in each modulo was alLocated fur this purpose.When the sturrent completes hi admizugfrativroassistant e pern.al m lw -goeson to N.( ome an observer inf-th'e next module. repeating the entire t-yt titi,rt,ititmskill acquisition, job performance. peer in-,truttion. and ( 4 ,tit .0 MIMI:11a1 :11,n V hen to,has «Sr-n[11/14.d the last module. he is ready fur end of t to r ttraduat eon

THE APSTRAT MODEL INSTRUCTIONAL POLICY AND CONSTRA/INTS

- The leadm.g principle in the 1PSTI1 \T ttunal pole 1 11.is perfortuarwe orloroctnog This principle not only s that train will he a, lively engaged in !he lyrilmgproves..., while they are learning to perform the skills required un the job,demands thoroUgh performarne testing This to rt'al."o a n'aVilver pro i /-or ''<';tpersonnel o apable tlf reitahle performant e testing are the. )3,1dre If o afire aieongageri :primarily in teaching. a fo47irse, it will nut he possible to s-dloph. noo ,rhanpo-ver for testing without substantially snigmenting, perhaps dtiul lig. the munheri tcadre in the «nine. Since one vf the ounstraints unposed on the model v :natl..should not require ciirh augmentation, the only ;bailable means to proovith stir .tperformance testing was to free t atino from their instru telnai dtitun,
Relieving cadre of their intootrai thonal dune, raiseo, be question. a %%hat 1114411,,,mno -dlit t kalki he WWI" It, feplat o. them. It would he quite under the ( ir. ,:nt,taft:to tufrt its selfoinstructional this_ was the ongtn I planan the 1pc11-4Int.01Vt'd lit the ;level-unit-lent of these tilr'd Li %%fluid hat (I ,enuihrrhad to lee plated on th- not If 11 stay to ilatt prat ti, a; utility, it iivist not require-ttst' of epen-ave ed atronal' hardware and st tbolturnatites we're tOi sotertoitiestrit hod, rulme, uut ,rugmentatiun i.s,ur, Itinstead. to employ tlfejn more. effz tively

The new instrue tiorial medium 11<td -,iLtplgi stlid,:11 i, 41-1print irk, elf perfonnarn i o tonentat;ton ,uupleti with the t onstraints (elatin)' 1"and rdut animal hardware and soft'.' are limited the optioli, to a .ingle ineck:vs, overinstruk. ion Expellent e wrath peer instructiun iri itboorat,on, tests and the Ph,i,e l etotor,mental run pointed the wal, to the, otelkimur posy., tmortel based on neer instruction wotild work, if thto mahagorail
ot. -o. hsystem oould be Vk (Irked out

Thp decision to peer instrie bun rur-torl addi:1011.11 quest io r ta t-hrproficient v levels trainees were to achio.e I he initial Intention .va, lt, de.. 1 it fit Ithat would substantially ralti trainee profit iency, particularly among '.1;,A :earner, to. itwas hoped tht' level of mastery At the (iutwt of the prop.f t rtt, dim 1., aninstructional model that would require «emplete inzeaery by traineein the tours(. peer-instructiofhd model of the ivpoo that, wo.14 event dool-ipod !aidthis an absolute iiquirement, sills e Lrairipe, who could not masterbeing taught could mit be expe% teri to impart thew skill, to taher Ir-siineers
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'Fhe reason for adopting this backward phasing-in process is that it permits (flangeter to proceed as rapidly as possible without interrupting student flow t In the c ase anewly established course, backward-phasing would not he appropriate, and nuxbdeswould be started-up in the opposite order.i great adtimtage of implementing Onemodule at a time is that it allows ( tame personnel to ctint entrate their effort andaccumulate experience with the .zy stem in such a way that what is le...rntd in one in sitiltcall be used A% ab a.lvantage, in the next
To start priming a module,' a cadre supertSor selects 0111. sl latent h" ha. 11,4res ve.ed instrut tam in the subject matter of the module Ile has this ..tudent ohserteas he goe:, through the tob-performance phase fie then instructs the student, as a pe/instructor would, during the student's skill acquisition period mother tadreman administers the masters tests When a student has passed all his tests, he goes on to performthe Job. if the student (annot perform the job .ulequately, the tests inns; he upgraded letthe testing procedure improved. When a student can pass all the test, and t an performthe Job adequately, he repeats the Job-performance segment with a new ,tut ent ohsertinghim Ile thee becomcs the new student's peer instructor
\ll students who Pass the master), standard can he retained in the module, andtogether with the cadre, they instruct incoming students until the full flow of stud( ntsCan he accommodated this point, the t adre ,ire phased out of their instrut :lona! roleDuring the priming of the mod tilt', a satire or peer uestrta tot may lea, h !tillthree stalents at once to speed up the ph,r,ng-ui Prot ess \t appropriate tune duringthe priming process. students who hate t omplutd their peer eistrut tion cunt tp A1, tit'assigned tourse adiemitrate,e dunes

The priming process is repeated u1 even module unt:1 the last inthilt h,i.,ompleteIN ph.isett in `I he Iwo; ess ti v:hit h the model is 01.3,M into an MIL!.satisfies the implementat onstr.c,,ts that were t1111. .4.1i s'l (14,111',11!:12 11, 111 + 1.11t.1

DISCUSSION

;..4.1,,essf,a1 ',iteration of thr new 7.1.t require retrae-ing of pt71/t_ t +nit ingt,ni The ,.icirt .141h !ht, Alith!
1

111 .olliPot+-1)11 ate the 1 h ref t bar $, teristic, dtimandtsti itf the air,.the utiodel due-, with let tures, (Jibe ttho are to he as..14,ited!lest lisle its r"rt'll 1-1.1m111g 11'7 Peti.gogit a: technique. I he t ache inu.t .tr. ,rte dtheir .pet ifit thous 11 11S 111tHi :, blot 110,4ntnt.11 tint.' N re4illir*41 (1,4 9)5,FcIr a NATIO \ of TPo.oF1-, ';11', ,,ur-t- personnel MA', In- Et-h,t:u!,r 'he' t ant- in the %( at or! ()rd. whet,. mien It ,:le\ man): of the attn, was expressed in the tlishe;it f tha: ..ftOw Hull' ef III.Alkite well tr.iiumt'd
l'armio\lt it slept -.tr, that :)4,4, ,-,evat to , ,re. i, e.flit trait...111,n to till nett model W the\ hate u. data to pro',
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`floe process of phasing in the new model is a gradual on,. The conventional course
need not he shut down during the changeover I he model t, phaied in on a mudule-b,
module basis, and eat h module is expanded gradu,IIIN. If difficulties arise at any point
during the priming of a !nodule. the expan -ion can he halted until the difficulties are
resolved. The implementation process, thus, rides on its own success

Because the model does ,lot use e(h.ational software. new training requirement, can
be introduced into the course without the delay entailed 111 a lengthy revision of
materials. For example, in tne case of equipment changes in the \1O a revisic HI of
training requirements can he introduced as soon as the obsolete equipment can he
replaced-by the new equipment, and the cadre in the relevant module are trained in its
use The cadre will substitute for peer instructors in that instructional segment In most
instances. the changed requirements will he small in st )pe. and this reprimmg proceirs N%
be,of correspondingly short duration

In order to make clear how the model accommodates the requirement that trainees
perform KP and other details. a closer look at the wav trainees flow through the system
is needed Figure I describes the student flow in hypothetu al course in wluch each
trainee is required to perform four days of detail In this course, there are only two
minimum -day modules 7t e modules requiring only one day for each step in the five-step
training sequence)

Hypothetical Two-Module System

Das

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4
_

Group 5

Module 1

1 t
At it, 1

4 t ; t
O SAS JP} Pi'sPI I CA

-±- -J
O I SA; JP . PI CA

D D 01 SA' JP-t PI
-4- -

D D D 0, SA JP I
t

D D .

Modu;t, 2

T 1 WT Th iNF
t

SA JP PI CA
-4- -4 4

0 SA JP ' PI 1 CA
4 +

0 SA' JP! PI CP

0
t

SA JP PI

CA SAI JP

-1 t ,n,,s
A a-

0 SA' JPI °I

Module 1

yA .Ss a' A, iaffat,,,

ro vis,a1

Figure 1

Module 2

JP Jot, Pt rfOrr71,11102 PI Peer Instructton

Nil art as-s11.1, fled to Army courses in weekly ( lasses In the APSTRAT system,
every t lass is divided into five approximately equal-sued groups, one group entering the
first Kluft the first day, acid an additional group entering on each succeeding day.
In the simpliheo hypothetical twomodule system presented in Figure 1, Group 5, which
enters the first module on Friday after having spent the first four days of the week on
detail, would finish the second module on T ursday of the third week and would
graduate Fridav Those in Group 1 would finish the second module on Friday of the

anti week they would spend the next four days on details and would graduate Friday

it rh, heid Wirman ourmi is presented in the Implementation Manual,
Appendi*. A



along with Group 5. Thosr.n the three other groups would have their four detail dayssplit into two segmentspreceding the first module and following the last: they, too.would graduate w;tn their classmates.
The' model a.; described in this section represents its final form; this form developedgradually. In the Plas II experimental run, which will be described in the next section,the training sequenceO-SA-JP-PI-SAwas tested. Many additional features, including theprocedures for phasing the model into an ongoing course, were developed in the interimbetween Phase II a.td Phase III.
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THE PHASE II EXPERIMENTAL RUN

The peer-instructional model was tried out firsci in the Phase II experimental rue
This section will describe briefly the procedures employed and the information obtain..
during the run.

The first order of business in laying the groundwork for the Phase II experimental
run was the preparation of realistic job-performance scenarios, instructors guides (pro-
cedural step checksheetsl, and mastery tests. (Mastery tests and procedural step check.
sheets have essentially the same content ) When these three tasks had been completed,
arrangoments(were made to oblige subjects from the regular input of the Field 1i irernan
Course.

Tile Phase II experimental run started on 9 March 1970.and was terminated on 3
June 1970. Sixty-four trainees rece ved all of their wireman training in the ANTR.vi
model. an additional 96 trainees received only part of their tramint4 in the model Ihe
modules of Instruction, in their order of introduction, were Switc hboard Installation and
Operation, Field Wire 'Techniques, and Message Center

In the manner prescribed, the Switchboard, module was phased in on clay

bas. The process was wmpleted without complication, and there on,equentl I1t, I

need to repeat or further refine any of the subset bon, of the imidule
Complications did arise in phasing in the second module, Field Wire "leg hnique,

(FWT) By the third skill acquisition day, two problem, beg atne t.ident
reading portion of the curriculum could not. at that time. he worked into
performance context in a realeiti fashion, and the ,eg owl ,1.1H acqt.1,11,on dal

revision Men who had progressed into the AVT. module were returned to
regular tour," for the remainder of their training 'the map reading t omponrit wa-
into a separate module follcm mg Swat hboard)ind the second :It titIV,ItIt

revised. This was done prior to the start of the next training (lay
The ex Inence in revising the FV ?nodule ((infirmed .the

nuxio was at nahlt to improkement without ( renting dal, tilt administrant..
The t further f':\ pall'OM1 of the IIII)1141 AI neces-sar%
pad been made all 11, tql the priqP1 t (-)14 *pirate 41, t tiC111 '1014 r. .t t't-!
required

'I hr third mIKIcie, MessaLte t'er.ter, tins phase(wir, ;le ideht
After lf; four-man 'group', had completed id) of Oleg witemo tie

NI'STR.VF model, the experimental run w,n terminalgt d +Input to the in,Klule had
mime tune til-fore, mum the module. wer n:t !II, or-ler ni h

had been phad
adminv.trate.- (tax during w hig It the trainee,/4 weirt r.t,,rned ,he Fig id Vi ;re

mast for te,kii, was N411141 (lied it the end 'if h module I ge\ wet. h,
tm1,11 c t/tir,1' lest appropriate th. the\ had c ompleted %%hen taIare-
ur on thew, t,ts, thi were mo.' ft( '111 th Pol" -111(141(.11i it ;"' "thrt th-1',

performang e test, (_fttsti the F did w(;! u
chat the: were` t'%eli If the\ did nut res.( h pasanti let *' ih pipe! Ind per,

(On;4411.1i'llth. , Ater 11(1111; returil41 from dig- ext-grmerA d r f t+

ol.er their f..rinal time in thy
he pot -pose of the I'll is. it eiirrin,.

1"t,,,;.,1 't t,_ what trligtgio



preparation. for full-scale testing of the model in the Field \\ ireman «iurse Flus was eh.ultimate :,bjectne of the prciject. Following are the results of the run that it relexant ttithis objective.
(1 in terms of the 11"ST11.T mastery tests and the (Ini%entional tests admini..teredat the FM', men at all aptitude les,els were ( apable of learning and tea( hint the requitedskills at a predetermined level of rraslery .I'STR VI students did considerably heti. rthe performance test , to the conventional (nurse than did omentionall trained stu-dents. The improvement was particularly striking among Categor IV students in the twogroup S.

(2) The peer instructors guides had to be pruned to ban. essentials \dding
infoimation to these guides had redu«Ki the likliho(vd that poor, I wade), could ;isf'them at all

(:1) No special strategy for pairing instructors with students was requited. tuningtrainees were assigned randomly to job-perfOrtner, iwer instructors ' "
(-I I The model satisfied the personnel constraint the wmentiainal Flt(' has a rai,.of one (iftman to nine trainees, the .I'STRAT Irha e 11 e\periimental run had a ratio ofone eadreman to 13 trainees Sometimes this ratio was greater. depending up.in t Aareirate schedules Once in the 1-1,V1 module. tun regular t mire were supervising 52 ;ram,per day in two different I. atums (about (au: mile apart!. with diffuse deployment 1 }e

use of administrative-day trainees as assistants relit-wit. to some t' tent, the superxistirssituation, but one cadreman was compelled to remain with the 21 trainees who acrelearning the pole( Imibmg technique This left the other t.ulrenian with 2S trainer,, ,undeithis supervision .11thuagh hese ratios were not 'Ipt 111)41 1,1 the fun, boning of the systeim
.they did not create insurmountable diffu tittles_

tt`ii . \s noted previously, it was poNable tti reuse modules in mid. aline ithlifitinterruption Of input flow. This would not hate been possible it the ( ()men:lona! .ourshad not been ninnmg coneurrentl
lb) N\ final. and vital, piece of information cam( (jut of this run the absolute ne'.lfor regular and rigorous quality eontr(d In the fast module to be phased in. Sttit. hboard, p'ee'r instructors gnen the responsibility of administering master% t,,their own students as a way of (ompensating for personnel tiortages. (h. result was adegradation of quafity (as measured ht the .onientenial course test,!, presumabh, :insetby the peer norm that pros( Hie flunking a bud a, well as lit the fa. I that peerinstrut tors were (aluanng their .atilt produt is this situation was (..rre( led when. thetesting fum bon was returned 0) the cadre The, (Aperienie showed that prob. tem \ ti st-and all,other qual.tt s ontr.d measures tioct he mufti( led ttl ,tilokrt na.r.al per,ont,4:

tit '0, \ ti title ti n lit. \prok711.; 101,1 t4. t r.,lp cctita lion,: Ict-t citorr, tr nt.th rr n, wnletvti Owl t.tiiti tltn.,. ,+111 tit. v,tcrt trottretcr, 4.. , c. Ctrrirsr ' Oct it trctrrnal dr,rp purr tsrlut-t
11). it I ti 'Ali t: r 0.,1 ermti..t1 Illy rurt tilt ,c1 it,r r. r-rutrwr. tc Ir -4 HI_14liii 1. I IT', F tit \ 0,W ii fit ii 11,14 it. 1:11 Us \I'd

c St fit th. Pt, 14 \ pi 711111 ftl
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THE PHASE III EXPERIMENTAL RUN

"the Phase II experimentaosrun was developmental in fun( tion. its main purpose
being refine the instructional model in preparation for a fin! stale test This trst waN to
itnolve the «inversion of an ongoing course into the strut turf' of the new ruexlel.
the major responsthiht) for the converston plated tt ithin normal Nrmy (hamlets
the,hands of the course administrators and :heir proponent se hooli The APSTR,NT staff
was to assure that the bast( voncepts of the model were adhered to. provide tet'hnieat
as'i tan(e when required. and analy/e data, but they were to hate no direr t management
function, The Phase iII experimental run was intended to test nut onlv the. model's
mstrut tional ffae wand internal manageability, but also its -real work!'` feasibilitN

RELIEF FROM REQUIRED ADHERENCE TO
THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULE

The .1rmy Subject Sciiedule that 1overIn instructional pro( velure, in the training of
Field Wtrenwn was orienvte*, to the k(turt-deinonstration paradigm of the, ormentiein,d
'muse, and therefore was Int umpabble with the new model . \(t ordingly, at the termina
non of the. Phase II experimental run, relief from the subject s, hedule wa. 1-1171111,141,(1 .111(1

the request was granted

STIPULATION OF CONSTRAINTS

Approval of the Phase III experimental tun was t ontmgent upon igreement among
CONAlit'. Fort Orel. and IltimRRt) con, erntng a ',Al. of grutind rules i hese ground rule,
were an exidtc it statement of many of the constraint, des, Abed in a pre% mous se, In It
was agreed that no additional perseumel. equipment', fat-ditto,. (n. inn& would by fequiroil
IWYM)(1 what was alreadt allocated to the FWC, the regular input of the ourse would III
maintained without interruption and at ro tine would thy qualit of o;:tput de. I re
below the (....istaig level

INVOLVEMENT OF THE PROPONENT SCHOOL

Suit /- no fall ale trial of thy model , 'mid lie , "raki, i d
the proponent ages' V arrangement, wen- made (AM( the S,,iithea.n r!, 412)1',
0NESSI hi\ have their representative, '(Infer with FIVC and !lurid{ RI.) prsor..lei in .till:
1970 I hey meetings resulted in an agreement on the di% of fun, te,i
the lopoming re-ear, h and implementation than

Corr( ulun1 tet Is1011 t and 4 FSS
12) Preparat,on of master\

tests
Ft,'('

Review of te,ts
Cone urretwe test,

;a

flumli ItO
,,s1-1tiS



item

(31 Collection of baseline
data

1) Design of overall
course schedu'e

(5) Design of modules

(61 Preparation of peer-.
instructors' and
supervisors' guides

tit *Implementation of modrIe.,

(8) Collection of data from
modules

(91 Data anal .i llurnRRf)
I S'cirri( ulurn revision Relief from the .riny Subject Schedule had already beenobtained through CONARC, and tho SESS reprt.snratIves and the Flt(' field-contentexperts 'were fry to pro,(yed w,th the refornwlation of the course ()by( fixes,

learning elements, and standards, and the compo.otion of individual modules. It was atthis stage., for example, that the (onteitt of the third module was revised and the name ofthe moduli. (hanged from Message Ceirter to 1)o( umnt Distribution and Radio Monitor.mg 'this project was cornpletc.d dtinfig the week in July Shen SESS.personnel werepresent
2 l'repanction of mastery test, Ouring the July conference, it was derided that theSESS woulti prepare th:,,ippropnate (pastel-y IAt guidelines On. seek later this plan

was revised. die MC would preparelhe test guidelines and forward them to IlimiRROfor review and concurrence as ti !firm ii, to assure that the test guidelines wereunarnbigtimisi IlumliRt) then soul() tc(rward the Lost,. to the SESS for (Mt. Lirfethe as toontellt this latter procedure etas 141lowed with Al test guiddm, mint r rt.% 1,tort,were .tigt..,ts.ted ley SESS onto the 4til1ohno: had been reviewed and apprined by thylum It Rt h staff
1Mere wore i3 masters to,1-..dtoethr in the HVI modulo. and four oath

tale tilt t "i ("" ni(Klule"
aeet"wril-nt bets% eam the 1:kt (' at Eon! Ord and the

:pa-4 er. the tasks measured tivse 1.1 tests wa, the operati,.nat dof mitton ,,fOhlpetre In (hi' hi+ V. In )S cal ,,t-h f's, the FA\ 11,t4 I t!:. Pha--. IIprotott, ((es t'tr ifrent
'"i" (toil cif latd Before was , imp),
Atto had sin cvssfull% -he parolli ' ,ittt« t titatt..r tilt vt It.olt,t1our-A gilt it the Vesr% master, %%a* if ot, iii ortiwr to ti 1, rtnt',.
thr "1'AI nvo'hal t V,4 tAtthlig the p ritqfit,in ttili tn,.

,LIII(Lird iif r.+ft-n-tn for gaugitg the (thpai t of the I.11 nit pet', .1,- ,t1; t.apablitt I fit to,,t,, achlttniolf4d to, 1-kk ( ii,i) (i-. (j,,(
I hintliHt fyr

Responsibility

F' tit'('

Bit(' (with IlumRRO
consultation)

FM' (with IlumliR0
consultation)

MC' (with FlumR110
consultation)

FC (with IlumRRO
chtlsultatfont

FW(7

t .t

,at,*

;-qt, i" .t
1....,*%!
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I t.

I, 4 Design of overall course schedule Before the indh dual mo(aes %ere designed.
the full eight-week time block had to be mapped out lith; tns fuded lot only :he duce
modules, but driver training, Commander's time. details. field training -xert ii.. gradu-
ation, and outprocessmg.' ' This was done by the FWC in close consultation w ah
liumRRO..

5. Design of modules The FWC had the chief responsibility for designing the
instructional modules on the basis of the guidelin'es established 4 IlumR110. 1 he
job-performance phase of the module had to he designed so that none of the skill
components included in the mastery tests were omitted. Approximate tunes, in terms of
numbers of days, had to he assigned to the skill-acquisition phase. Phi --sic al arrargements
and necessary equipment for the job- performance and skill-acquisition phases had to be
determined, and supervisory procedures, including the assignment of personnel. had to he
established.

.
The preparation of mastery tests, the collection of baseline data, and the design

and, implementation of each module were accomplished on a modu.(.-by-mOdule basis
The process began with the termii module of the course-Document Distribution andiaL
Radio Morntoting. The purpose of i °clueing the modules in re',er`se Qrdei was to AS
provide an uninterrupted flow of students through the course during the prock7.4,NA
changeover, and to prevent the premature exhaustion of the supply of trainees trained
'entirely by the conventional method, before the baseline data were col.eted.

6. Preparation of guidelines for peer instructors and supervisors. Before any module
was phased in, explicit guidelines had to he prepared. These descroed admit istrative
procedures and responsibilities for each module phase for the supervisor,. and outlined
the major job elements for the peer instructors. 4n addition, peer instructors were to be
provided with detailed checklists, essentially a listing of the perforioance items in the
mastery tests, to remind them, when necessary, of what they wue to teach their
students. The WC prepared these items.

7. Implementation of modules. The implementation of each module proceeded in a
set pattern: First, each module was "dry run," dunng which allocation of equipment and
time were checked empirically, and the mastery tests were validated 'with respect to the
job-performance phase of the module. One trainee was selected at random from those
entering the equivalent portion of the conventional course; he observed a cadreman in the
job-performance phase. The cadreman then became the trainee's peer instructor. When
the trainee had passed all the mastery tests in the module, he performed tlie job, (In the
event that students who pass the tests cannot( perform the job, the model calls for
repeated reexamination and revision of the tests Atli passing the tests is a Valid indicator
of the ability to do the job. In the-FWC, none of the tests required such upgrading.) A
new student then was selected at random and assigned to observe the job performance,
and then he proceeded through the skill-acquisition, job-performance phase;. The dry run
was continued for several generations. .

When all the reqtred adjustments were made in the module, it was gradually
expanded until the full input was accommodated in the peer-instructional process. During
the expansion, cadre and peer instructors often taught more than one student at a time
in order to accelerate the installation of the module. Although HumItRO advised and
9bserved the process of implementation very closely, the FWC was in charge of its
management. ../

8 Collecting, of data from modules. Conventional course data were collected for the
4i ores on mastery tests and conventional tests, and on academic attrition rates and

NM, (1,1%, %UN' Abe( atl(1 (4) these additional activities, leaning six weeks and, two !ays for tram
n the thnee nntetelle, Th. «)ta,,t. presented in the Imprtinentat ion Manuel. Appendix A shows

0). was of aiuth ttn,e. t 1%11 ens IA cry programmed



aptitude categories 1 he FWC al-o collet itql data from eat h modulo after it had brf rifully installed These included pass fail r' orris on the mastery tests, number of rot, stsand time to masters, recycles and at adem-a attrition rates, and aptitude t atgons Divaaside from the matttery test St ores for the trainees in the tonvennona; t nurse, wore Ali
normal by-pnAucts of both (NRINt'S. All these data were collected FiN the }kit

9 Data analysts Tho baseline and AYSTRXI. sNstem data %%en- 001, Itti h'. theFVC and were supplied to lium10.0 for analNsis Me finding-, of ibis anal\ -A- artpresented in the next section
Tht se nine activities, often overlapping tit tune 4(4111)1.1-e the major t lenient. iii ihrPhase III experimental run '1 he t.m45 hedule of events tomittmg data analysnopresented in Figure 2

alb
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FINDINGS

In an earlier section, the two primary objectives of the project were discussed (a) todevelop a model that would raise the performance -level of graduates of the tourse to thelevel of mastery (defined as 100% scores on all mastery tests) without a significant
decrease in the !lumber of graduates, and (b) to accomplish this objective without a
significant increase in cost. The data gathered,dunng the Phase III experimental run Wereorganized in terms of these two objectives.

THE TRAINING PRODUCT

The mastery tests used in the FW(' were designed by representatives of the FW(' inclose cooperation with representatives of its proponent agency, the SESS, as measures, intheir judgment, of competence in the Field Wireman MOS. (Samples of these mastery
tests are included in the Implementation Manual, Appendix A.) The mastery tests werefirst administered to students in the conventional course, upon the completion of theparallel portions of the conventional curriculum. Subsequently, these 'tests were intro-
duced as standard elements in the new modules. Table I summarizes ptrformance data inall three curriculum areas or modules.

None of the conventional course students in either' aptitude group passed the
mastery tests at the 10(P; criterion The mean scores for the groups analyzed aresubstantially below this criterion, ranging from 77(7, in Field Wire Techniques to 23'.:
Document Distribution and Radio Monitoring. These data represent the performancecapability cif men who, according to the criteria of the conventional course, had
successfully completed the indicated parts of the curriculum.

Sinte the criterion for successful completion of a module' m the APSTRAT system isthe achievement of scores on all tests, the two right-hand columns are as much a
matter of definition as of empirical findings. If the-mastery tests an_ valid indicators ofjob competence (as the FWC and the SESS intended), then every graduate in the
APSTRAT sample is better prepared for the job than anyone graduating from the
conventional course The scores of the conventionally trained students on the con-
ventional system tests. although generally higher than those on the mastery tests, are stillwell below maximum, as Table 2 shows.

In Tables 1 and 2, three general patterns emerge with respect to students tramet1 inthe ( oniAntbonal system
ht I i They do better in those parts of the ctirriculum that already have a strong

performahce component (Field Wire Techniques and Switchboard) than in
those parts heavily loaded with cognitive content, (Document Distribution
and Radio Monitoring).

(2) Category IV students show consistently lower achievement than Non -IVs
CO The differential achievement of tIl two aptitude groups is greater in the

more cognitively loaded areas Cnder .1PSIR.VI system. with its
insistence fin mastery. this pattern disdppears

RipNP..

9
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Comparison of Scores on Mastery Tests, FY 71
(Percent)

i
i

t 0 vo : if
I

C.0 -1,,,,,It+ora
Mastery Test

-Ach rwPfTth'fld
-., Cat"V",. R. i Non IV

APSTRAT

1(7.aosloo IV i Nu,- IV

Feld Wire Techniques 'N

100

90 99
80 89
70 79

60 69
,50 59
40 49
30 39

Mean

20i

0

15

30
25

20
0

10

0

75

N 291

0
31

21
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10

7

3

7

11

s 231

100

100

,N .35'

100

100

Switchboard N 23. N. 34 fk, 14 NJ 43.

100 0 0 100 100
90 99 0 0
80 89 0 0
70 79 0 3

60 69 30 47
50 59 39 35
40 49 22 12

30 39 9 3

Mean 54 59 100 100

Document Distribution D, 101 `. 32, r, ?(-)

and Radio Monitoring
100 0 0 100 100

90 99 0 0
80 89 0 0
70 79 0 0
60 69 0 0
50 59 0 9
40 49 00 22
30 39 30 31

20 29 f 20 19

tb.
10 19

0 9
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13

6

Mean 23 30 100 100
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Table 5

Time of APSTRAT Students to Achieve Mastery
During the Skill-Acquisition Phase,

by Aptitude Group

Mastery Test

Field Wire Techniques

Tim to Achieve
Mastery (hours)

Category Its Non-IV
(%) (%)

IN = 23) IN = 351

9 0 - 11 2 22 17

11.2 - 13.4 35 49
13.4 15.6 35 14

15 6 - 17.8 4 14

17.80 20.0 4 6

Mean time (hours) 13 13.18

Switchboard (N = 14) (N = 43)

15.0 - 15.8 14 40
15.8 - 16.6 7 30
16.6 17.4 36 21

17.4 18.2 14 7

18.2 19.0 29 2

Mean time (hours) 17.23 16 24

Document Distribution (N = 20) (N = 82)
and Radio Monitoring 4.0 5.8 5 2

5.8 -- 7.6 20 30
7.6 - 9.4 15 54
9.4 11.2 50 12

11 2 13.0 10 2

Mean time (hours) 9 25 8 -5

that characterizes the APSTRAT model would be expected to minimize tho differences
between Category IV and Non-IV trainees, three features of the model should he
considered in interpreting the data in Tables 4 and 5: (a) the policy for detemilning
academic drops, (b) the absence of an incentive for rapid learning, and (c) the random
matching of peer instructo* with students. It would seem likely that more substantial
differences would have emerged between the two aptitude groups if students were,not
dropped after three failures but were carried to criterion, if differential reinforeehient
were provided for attaining mastery rapidly, or if peer instructors were matched ith
students at the same measured aptitude level.

Summary

The data presented conform to project objectives in hoth the :.;:mber and (iikillt ,,t
the training output. The academic attrition did not rise as a iestq4 of the model's dern,mo
for mastery; in fact, it fell. Furthermore, the number of retests and time to ma,tt.r . mo.r4
well within manageable limits.
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Academic Recycles for an
Output of 3,000 Men Per Year-4

Orr 41.t AT

N,,moet 900
t)ays etycio
Hr. N, Ctl' X (IAV 6 300 0

Ddys sdve(t per yedf

DONCS per `ear

1S30 ps door'

6,300
$189.000

`'Tr, 1,qur I. 000 t ountit cl
t. rp,.< Tv day IA" t'aoti,1C)

',nm $28 to $36
s d ntindPd est,mate The st,r-rtates

Xi in 0,timated ust of $30 per day per trainee, this results in a savings 01 $619,200
from the r#,dut tion to aademii attrition

Reduction in Academic Recycles

`NW '1 develops the information on savings for academic recycles. The reduction of
recycle. from 30(; in the conventional course to zero in the APSTRAT course means that
for a 3,000-man yearly output, the APSTRAT course would save 6,300 days: at the
estimated cost of $30 per day, this would yield a saving of $189,000: Table 8 contains a
summary of the cost-savings information, and indicates a net saving of over three quarters
of a million dollars for a 3,000 marl -year outputabout $262 savings for every graduate.

Table 8

Cost Summary for the APSTRAT
System for a 3,000-Man Yearly Output

Category Amount

Savings on academic drops $619,200
Savings on academic recycles $189,000

Subtotal $808,200

Additional equipment costs -$21,000

Total net savings $787,200

Results

The data inthis section suggest that the two fundamental objectives of the Work
Unit were attained. Students achieved much greater proficiency with a reduction in the
rate of academic attrition and at a considerable savings in operating cost. A general
discussion of these findings and their implications for future research and development is
presented in the next section.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

In this section of the report, some of the attitudinal effects of the model will bediscussed, and the aftermath of the project with regard to its present and potentialimpact on Army and civilian training and education will he described. There also will becomments about the developmental strategy underlying the project, and some of theimplications for future research and development.

EFFECTS OF THE MODEL ON STUDENTS' ATTITUDES

Many observers of the model in operation in the FWC have been struck by whatt ey view as an unusual attitudinal "set" among students. This set includes absorption inth t ning process, self-confidence, and group morale. Although no attempt was madeto measure these variables, the consensus among observers and the comments by thetrainees suggest that these attitudinal gains are substantial. While it cannot be said withcertainty exactly how these gains are produced, speculations on this question might beappropriately introduced at this point.
The term "peer instruction" has been used to designate educational practices quitedifferent from the one described in this report. Two common variants are the tutoring ofyounger students' by older students, and the use of faster learners to assist regularinstructors. In both instances, the peer instructor is generally employed as an ancillarydevice; in the APSTRAT model, he is the sole instructional medium. As noted in anearlier section, this central feature dictates the model's requirement for 100% mastery. Itsimpact on the attitudes of trainees may be equally profound. The model makes menresponsible for one another's learning. This responsibility is not shared by cadre or

self-instructional media. When a man masters new skills, he has only himself and his peerinstructor to thank. In its very nature, the model would seem to encourage self-confidence, a sense of responsibility, and mutual confidence and trust among peers.Another difference between most other peer-instructional methods and theAPSTRAT method has to do with the expectancy to teach. In the APSTRAT model, notonly the faster learners but all students (with the exception of thoOt. who cannot pass themastery tests and are consequently dropped from the course) teach, and they teach hatthey have learned as soon as they have learned it, not months or years later It isthen that the expectancy of teaching conditions the learning process and providessalient functional context for learning, complementing that of the job itself This featureof the model would seem to encourage a sense of responsibility not onix Vhpn a 'roc-tmg someone else. but during the skill acquisition phase as sell

IMPACT ON ARMY TRAINING'

pora9)(1' m,ittt irtstallatliat (}t" the 111,,t1H Flt( et Putt (Tut wo,t('() AR(' to thrte t the SE SS to emidontelet the :m)tk; In the' iulier F old ,its jarissiii holt at Fort I);\ Fiirt Jai kson, and 1..)11ti Lai 1111,ilt. pr-iie ted durit,tt Ie,i,te,reetee r It37 I t the, 1- 'tt I ):ti 11.:ffiltrt.
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sponsorship of the Southeastern Signal Sc hoot 'The purpose of the workshop AA d.
familiarize FM' personnel from Forts Jackson, Do,, Polk, and Le(nard itood % oh the
operational aspects of the APFRAT instrin Ilona! model in order to En 'kat* the
implementation of the system at those posts.

This was a participating workshop that placed all attending persohnel into, attn.,.
involvement in all modules of instruction, with additional concentration on activities in
their special areas of competence In this respect. the workshop constituted a skill-
acquisition phase for participantstheir peer-instruction phases would ,tart when the
returned to their posts to impart what they learned to FitC and ATC personnel

The SESS held discussions with participants about the technical and administrame
aspects of the pending implementationpersonnel and equipment allowances, use of
facilities, course inputs, and the new Subject Schedule.

HumRRO personnel were on 'land to give guidance on the development of the
instructional guide and answer questions about the model Copies of an earlier draft
Implementation Manual (Appendix A) were distributed to workshop participants early in
the week,

The model has been fully installed in all these posts. and informal information
obtained directly from each post, as well as through the SFSS, has confimied the Fort
Ord experience. The model was phased in without unusual difficulty at each .ETC and is
operating as expected.

CONARC, in line with its growing emphasis on pirformance-oViented ti.aming, also
has encouraged a consideration of the feasibility of the model for other courses. A
number of courses and proponencies have responded with interest, and several have
completectthe preliminary stages of the changeover process.

IMPACT ON CIVILIAN TRAINING AND EDUCATION.

Although the quality-assured, peer-instructional model was designed and tested in
the context of Army MOS training, the potentialities of th'e model extend into the
civilian sector. HumRRO has already established the applicability of the main elements of
the model in a short-term exploratory study in a public school in Carmel, California, in
grades K -5,' 4 Another HumRRO project in California made use of a modification of the
model in a field study of improved instructional systems in office education at the high
school level.' c

Other civilian educators and industrial trainers also have expressed interest in the
applicability of the model to their areas of concern, Further utilization of the model in
the civilian sector thus seems likely.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL STRATEGYGENERAL REMARKS

'The purpose of the Work Unit was to develop an integrated instructional system,
effective for men of varying aptitudes, that would meet the constraints ne(essary in order
to produce a high likelihood of incorporation into a wide variety of courses--both

".I kith E "I:tilt/mum (Itialitt -AY-JAW(' Pirti,,trutiortal Sy,..ten1 at Primary anti
1111tIltarl, ptt'par.tiunr

E Et10.1,1, R NItha(.k. and John E Taylor 1)eueloinent atul Pilot l'eNt ofa
teal. Pc ii la,tno howl SI,a1( t to the OJfue' (.114,1er of Iltone,i, ')ecapal ions HumRRO ' -h-
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One basic question with irtZatii t, IfIr :t1. 1. 4the last section is the \ti'nt to %SIM h the \ PS I H star;
peaches By deleting etraneous know int 'were the SESS and the FM'. in (lief t i hanging ih , lihrn !ti
were not a fair measure of the eonelit:lnial system s tA fundamental point to keep :mud %%Ili ,;10ell'ITIVMS of a training system are nor nets in Ohms( hes I hen taut. : tactual, not assumed, relekame to ..o(npetent per.orinan,-knowledge of Ohm's Law had herfn: a.sutned ne-t tr al;
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given the other properties of the modill, compel the elimination of ti,mewe assume that the ('Teat ion of job t bmputence i til fantlamental
course, then scores on the mastery Lusts are as appropriate ti fleeoln' 'ntweness of the conventional training .tem ut !h.. 1110' :he% NN i t:system.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

One result of the "minimum intervention'' strategt is that a number tcontrols and the intensive observation that would hale been useful in teasing nit teffects of ,subelements of the APSTRAT system were ruled out Cnsequenth theexperience with the model raises a number of intriguing questions that the prow, I staffnot in a position to answer at this time.
Unlike most instructional systems using peer mstru( tion, the ,A l'STR mod( 1places every student in the role of instructor, as a Irma' and e\pected element in thelearning sequence in each module. As mentioned earlier. this (-toe( tam atundoubtedly influences the learning process, and it may very we'll he that this influence isprofound. (Casual observation and discussions with trainees suggest that this is true.especially in the case of men of measured low aptitude.) Experimental studies tilat couldcontrol for expectancy would he very valuable in testing this hNpothesis and in re%ealingsome of the underlying dynamics of the Ai'STRAT model
Another aspect of the model that would merit deeper '4.04 IN the instructional d } aditself. We know very little at present about what happens 'in the interchange between peerInstructors and their students: casual observation of,the dyads has failed to clarify thequestion. Alphonse Chapanis's comments on communication modes in relation to prob.lem solving rapt 'e the reaction of many (...iervers of the APSTRAT system.
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Chapter

COURSE PLANNING

2-1. Specifying performance objectives.

a. All educational planning must begin with the same questions.
(1) What duties and tasks compose the job'
(2) What tasks should he taught in the training course'
(3) What standard of performance should the student attain for

each task?
b. The results of such an examination are the building blocks

of the successful training course. The best procedure is a complete
systems analysis of the course as stated in CONARC Regulation 330-1t}0 -1.
In place of a systems analysis, a group of experienced supervisory per-
sonnel and proponent agency personnel may are on a list of duties
and tasks that constitute the job and what.standards of perfonnance46
should he reached.

c. The soldier's job may be made up Of several duties. hithin
each duty are tasks. For example, one duty in the job of an auto
mechanic is tuning the engine. Tuning an engine includes the tasks
of. adjusting the carburetor and removing, cleaning, adjusting, or
replacing the spark plugs.

, d. The planner takes the duties and tasks to be taught and organizes
them into an outline. Each task is listed under its appropriate duty.
The same task may be listed many times. Care should be taken to
keen the descriptions of tasks at the same level of generality, if

-replace carburetor" is a task, then "turn wrench" is not a task but
an enabling skill. This outline is called a task Inventory. Figures 1

ind 2 show am example from the Army Field Wireman Course.
c. If a systems analysis exists for a course, the task inventory

1,111 already be complete. In any case, the planner must take the task
inventory and list the enabling skills for each task. The enabling skills
form the step-by-step procedure for accomplishing the task. Many of these
procedures will be listed in FM's or TM's. An example from the Field
hireilan course is given in Figure 3. In this manner, every action the
.student will take is listed. Nothing will be overlooked in this way.

f. The planner takes each duty z9d'lists the training conditions
and the standard of training required. Training conditions should he
like job conditions. The student should not have any aids he will not
have on thc job. Attainment of these standards of training will he
the goal of the studerit. Figure 4 gives an exam_ ple from the Field hire
Lan course.

Desikning performance tests. Everything the student is taught must
he organized into performance tests. In mast cases the step-by-step
enabling can be written into a check list. The format will allow

14
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-t the ohject t of the graders.

;,r,),11,t2c1 1I1to I) loc 'or modules of
du., I stuu:nt goes through the same five-
t4 i in I igure 5.

...tudeht ..Itdies his peer instructor
II I ed n. I he net, come r rains Lim i i ar t tv filth
Cor.ed in d ,oh -like situation.

Ilse peer instructor teaches the duties
1-017, el 1\ the oeser\ cr. Since everything the

pt rt-ormmici,. test, the peer instructor teaches
,In peel' instructor are com inced that the

tasis , tb(_. report to a supervisor for the
. he tint should he g ix en in the presence of

, pro., ides both the _student and the peer n nstruc-
I. about the student 's performance. If the

to praLtIce v.tth his peer Instructor until
t. 'acre 1, no firm rule about the number of retests

)(tore lie is\dropped from the course as an academic
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;,..tiormdn_e the student nor becomes a jeh performer. Ile
tadk'nt tin) oht,er\ is him perform the Job dut les. The

rndom. Random assignment simulates the Job situation
,el, ust It or 1. together. file job performer demonstrates
to to obser i lig student.

i ;;-t t ion I' I ): file job performer becomes the peer
or the ,tudent lulu ohs erved lllm prex iously. The peer

1_14 the stud enf until the student has passed al I
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Chapter 4

COURSE MANAGEMENT

I,,tablishing quality control measures. Unlike other instructional
'.ethous, quality-aarZ,I, peer instruction requires effective quality
,ontrol to functiO sucLessfully. Quality control measures are not
,,e,ondar>. If these measures indicate any problems, course supervisors
,a,t tae'positive action to remedy the situation. There are three

of qualit control necessary to assure that the system is producing
;atilt-led graduates: the performance test level, the module supervi-
1-el, ind the Trnrse suf,l'rvision level.

,ontro: at the performance test level: The supervisors
1:mittr the performance tests in the modules bear the primary

I.tv Or ttle <,,uality of the graduate. No student may be passed
ttst adrmnii.trator may think that the student knows the

I .dtn: is required to demonstrate that he has learned
$. prfu: 1;Ig .1,h step of the task correctly. If a student

t I k :.cii not perform his Joh competently nor will he
t

:01 modole superx ision level:

complete the S.\ phase, select at
f students.

plol,,.lenc tests of the module before
.,H1,t- to go on to job performance.

c.tr: ite, In all the tests may proceed

.-tp,. Tio any test must be
,onAlly passed the student

t c,01. to Is.hom

t 1.!.e% re retrAined
!rt. dropped from the

-

* rdt or' I el al)i I] ty

t d t Lgit mint

ak-nt
- in

.1 11
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Appendix B

HAND FIELD WIRE SPLICE

LEARNER

INSTRUCTOR

EVALUATOR

DATE

Check Points

STAGGERING SPLICE

1. Cut off the ends of both pairs of
wire to insure that both conductors of
each pair are equal length.
2. Cut one conductor of each pair 6
inches (one plier length) from the end.

REMOVING INSULATION

3. Measure 6 inches (one plier length)
on all four conductors and mark (with
large hole on TL13 -A).

4. Remove 6 inches insulation from
each conductor by section.
S. Pull last section of insulation
only to the end of each conductor,
leave on end.

TYING SQUARE KNQT

6. Join the end of the long, conductor

of one pair and the end of the short
conductor of the other pair.
7. Tie square knot, to connect wires.
8. Splice no longer than one inch,
pull knot tight.

9. Remove last section of insulation
from both conductors.

SEIZING SPLICE

10. Separate the steel strands from'
the copper strands.

11. Cut steel,;strands at the end of the
insulation.
12. Cross the left hand copper strands
over the crest of the square knot,
wrap copper strands over bared portion,
wrap two more turns on the insulation
on the right hand side, cut off excess
wire.

56

Proficiency Check
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Pass I ----1- ----PFail
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HAND FIELD WIRE SPLICE

Check Points

25. Start taping at center of splice,
using, steady pull.

26. Tape about 1 1/2 inches beyond the
insulation at one end, work back over
knot, to 1 1/2 inches beyond the insula-
tion at other end, reverse and stop at
center.

27. With friction tape start 1/2 inch
beyond the electrical insulation tape
across splice to 1/2 inch beyond the
electrical insulation rape at'thp
opposite end.

:8. With friction tape start 1/2 inch
_beyond the electrical insulation tape
across splice to 1/2 inch beyond the
electrical insulation tape at the
opposite end.

Pass Fail Pass Fail Pass Fail

. -.



2. MLCRkNIZED 1RAININ: Nle401,11, ,v4; ;r:

:2,

Test Situation:

flank. C Cr% I
tls 111g t :te

Necessary lquipment. \ploxpo

Performance The soldier ahltes
Measure 1: locks bra'.es h pulling

hag on.steering 1eers
and dey%ressing tn brai
lock buttons on for
the hand grip,.

Performiipce The soldier put . T:

Measure 2: mision in neutral
placing the range selei_
tion shift le.,er in near.,
range, in the "V'

Performance The soldier Isualh
Measure 3: inspects the switches

the lights and radios to

insure they are in the
01= posit ion.

Performance The soldier turns tr :e

Measure 4: master switch handle t,

pulling on the handle an,i

turning 1 --4 the ,e,t1
ON position.

Performance the soldii
Measure 5: insures that the ma,;tel

switch ON indi,ator
Is ON,

Performance Ihe su ld i,er visuall
Measure 6: insures that the ilatter,

generator indicator nee,:le
is in the red or \ r

zone.
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Periolmance lhe soldier visually checks
',1c.t','Ire 15- the engine Oil low pres-

sure warning light to
insur- that it is not on.

Pelforhian,:e 1he soldier v.111, after
\led,tire In: operating engine for 2-3

'minutes, decrease engine
speed by turning the
hand throttle control
clockwise and pushing it
in.

Pass Fall Pass Fail Pass Fail

H

- Lnd of Test 2 -

t
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1

*I;

a. ;--rr. _T,

3 *(' 4,1;P:

;Ir

E" i

it ne re.er,e, t'

4r .1=

,014;e: .ontinto-,

,,ert piesk;iie and ma: 7,

a.p limb v:eati,n and
pr,Noire an t!.e
pressure

kintli the Piveding has
topped, \Jr t,, r. at least
3 r.)nato,..

fte antIOUDie,
leeding has Rot

,topped. lake further
appropriate a,tion."

niv soldier protects the
e: .ound by wrapping the

tails of the dressing
around the edges and
tying the tails.

aoe the soldier treats the
Patient for shock: (The

na1 order in which steps a,

b and c are performed
is optional):

A. he elevates both legs
o to 8 Inches,

h. he loosens clothing
and remotes pack, if
present,

he wraps the casualty
with availahle cover.

Performance Measure 7 is
optional in this test
situation. The soldier
who omits it does not fail.

- End of Test 2

Gt



Appendix C

PREPARATION OF SWITCH BOARD SB-22/PT FOR OPERATION

Proficiency Check

Directions to Evaluator

Test Objective:

To test the the student's ability to prepare Switchboard SB-22/P1
for operation.
Prior to Testing:

1. Test position will have the following:
a. One each Switchboard SB-22/PT.
b. One each Teleplione Set TA-312/PT.
c. Six each Batteries BA-30.
d. A grounding device.
e. Three incoming local lines.
f. Two incoming trunk

g. One grease pencil.
It. One lead pencil.
i. Two pre-cut length; of

I : r

with ends stripped or a sutiahle ttt '

2. Check equipment at te;t
a. Install tiwItchooard ;S_

check for proper in;tallattor:.

Perform upyiat.,n,;
11ne tilt 11', 4,ridi

t he, is peer flL J:

taagnt .111

1)1u Fly 1 z

I, r:e; trr



d. A student successfully completing a test phase as indicated by
neavy line in pass/fail block need not be reevaluated on that test phase
by the evaluator on a subsequent retest.

e. Do rwt aid the student during the test except to correct
administrative problems.

f. No credit will he allowed the student on any item on which
assistance is given.
After Testing:

1. Be sure all equipment is placed hack in original condition.
2. Critique the student on his performance.

Pirections to Student

Ibis Is d tv:,t of sour .1hillty to prop ire L;INtt_chhoard L43-22/P1 for
operation.

Standards:

to -;12ct.c.,,,full tH.s pertol,r,c test all of the
k pt int-, ot t'., pt of 1,1c.r;

. . tt

;

. :



Appendix D

Trainee
Fills Out

ocater
Card

Status
Card

Two
Form 2890s

With
Overprint

of rn 348
prover

Request

J

Class

Roster
Course

Operations
Makes Up
Two Rosters:
(1) A Class
Roster in
Alphabetical
Order,
(2) A Roster
of the Class
Divided into
Groups.

Group #1
Stating Date

Group Leader

Si Names

#2

#3

#4

#5

Copies Distributed to

Group
Rosters

Contain
Number of
Group,
Starting
Date In

Course,

Group
Leader and
Trainee

Names

Parent Unit
(Senior Drill Instructor)

Course

Section Chiefs
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